Year 7
“Knowledge is power”

Autumn term A 2020

Name:

Tutor:

What is a Knowledge Organiser?

Knowledge Organisers are a central place where staff have placed key content, skills and knowledge to help
you progress. These skills are essential for your success and will need to be memorised and applied in your
lessons. There are some techniques for how you can use Knowledge Organisers below:

Flashcards

Questions/Answers, Answers/Questions

These are a very good and simple self testing
tool, they can be physical or electronic.

Question: In what year was George V’s
coronation?

To make your own, take some card and cut
into rectangles, roughly 10cm x 6cm.

Answer: 1911

Write the keyword on one side and the
definition on the other. Go through your
cards looking at one side and seeing if you
can remember the keyword/definition on
the other side.
This video offers a really good guide for using
them effectively:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVajQP
uRmk8

Ask a parent, carer or study partner to write
you questions (or answers) and then you
write the answer (or possible question that
would correspond to the answer).
You can also write your own questions. If
you do this leave it at least a day until you
answer them to see what you can remember
after a while.
Always check and correct!

Autumn term home learning task grid
Revision techniques

Think hard

Flash cards
Create three flash cards summarising
the topic you are studying from your
knowledge organiser.

Connection map
Pick a topic from the knowledge
organiser and select 15 key terms from
the page. You then need to write the
words randomly on a sheet of A4 and
join words together which link and
explain why they link together.

Quiz questions
Create 10 – 15 challenging quiz
questions related to a unit of work
studied from your knowledge organiser.

Memory retrieval

Metacognition

Mnemonics
Pick a topic from the knowledge
organiser you are studying and
produce an acronym or sentence
acrostic to help you remember key
information

Thinking stems
Pick a topic you are studying from the
knowledge organiser and complete the
following sentence stems: I’m
wondering…, I’m thinking…, I’m
noticing…, I’m seeing, I’m feeling…, I’m
figuring out…

Reduce
Pick a topic you are studying from your
knowledge organiser and reduce the
information into 10 main points.

Key word grid
Pick a topic from the knowledge
organiser and write down 9 of the key
words, then explain how the words link
together

Inking your thinking
Pick a topic you are studying from the
knowledge organiser and explain how
you will stay focused and cope with the
difficult parts.

Poem/Song
Write a poem or song which
summarises the topic you are studying
using your knowledge organiser.

Prioritise
Pick a topic you are studying from your
knowledge organisers and explain the
three most important pieces of
information you need to know and why
its important

Be the expert
Produce a key fact file for a topic you
are studying from the knowledge
organiser

What do you know?
On an A4 piece of paper write down
everything you know about a topic
without using any books, then check
your work with your knowledge
organiser

Analysis
Pick a topic you are studying from your
knowledge organiser. Underline the
three most important statements and
explain why you chose them

Make the link
Find some pictures linked to a topic
from your knowledge organiser and
explain how each image links to the
topic

Alarm clock
Pick a topic you are studying from the
knowledge organiser. Do you truly
understand it? What do you find
confusing? Summarise the information
in 5 or 6 sentences

Sticky note
Go through your work in your book,
with a different purple coloured pen
note in the margin your thoughts on
how you can improve, what links to
prior learning, what skills you have
demonstrated

Home learning at SUA
Home learning guidance
•
For your home learning you need to complete tasks from the ‘home learning task grid.’ These tasks are all linked to revision and metacognition
strategies to support you for your future studies.
•
To complete your home learning you will use your knowledge organiser in addition to any other information you may wish to research.
•
You will be set deadlines by your class teachers and asked to upload your tasks to Classcharts so your teachers can support you.
•
The home learning grid is created in a series of tasks, you cannot complete the same task twice for any one subject until you have tried them all.
Therefore throughout the year you will have completed a range of the different tasks.
How often will home learning be set?
•
The amount of times you are asked to complete an activity from the task grid depends on how many times you have a subject.

Number of lessons

KS3

KS4

2 per week

2 tasks per term

N/A

3 per week

4 tasks per term

4 tasks per term

4+ per week

6 tasks per term

6 tasks per term

For subjects such as art, DT, music, drama, and PE home learning will include attendance at creative or sporting extracurricular activities.
When will my home learning be collected?
• Your teachers will set the deadlines for the completion of your home learning on Classcharts. You will be required to upload your tasks onto Classcharts
before the deadline set by your teacher. If you require any support in uploading your work speak to your tutor.
How will this help me?
• This style of home learning has a number of benefits…
- It allows you to have some choice over your home learning tasks.
- It ensures that you begin to practise a range of revision and metacognition strategies so that you are more prepared when you complete
your GCSE and A Level courses and know which strategies work for you.
- It will help improve knowledge of the various subject areas through using your knowledge organiser.
How will the academy support me to complete my home learning?
• Home learning can be completed in the library at lunchtimes where you can use the computers to research and complete presentation work if you chose
to do so.
• Home learning clubs within departments will be available to support you completing the tasks.
• Your teachers can provide you with record cards or flash cards, paper and highlighters if you require these.

Memory recall
These methods are techniques you can use to help remember information for all your subjects. Teachers at SUA use these
techniques to support you remembering key information, they will help you when revising and improving your knowledge and
understanding too.

Retrieval Practice
How to do it:
Put away your class materials, and
write or sketch everything you
know, Be as thorough as possible.
The check you class materials and
knowledge organisers for accuracy
and add any important bits you
missed.
Take as many practice tests as
possible. Try making your own
tests and trade them with a friend.
Make flashcards. Just make sure
you practice recalling information
on them, and go beyond
definitions by thinking of links
between ideas.

Visualise images
Keywords are converted into
words that sound similar

Mental menus
Turn key pieces of knowledge into
mnemonics
e.g.
Identify the problem
Develop alternative
Execute a solution
Assess the results

Sticky note
Identify areas you can improve,
links ideas in your learning and
write them on a sticky note

Elaboration
How to do it:
Ask yourself questions while you are
studying about how things work and
why, and then find out the answers
and discuss them with your
classmates.
As you elaborate, make connections
between different ideas to explain
who they work together. Take two
ideas and think of how they are
similar and different.
Describe how the ideas you are
studying apply to your own
experiences or memories. As you go
through the day make connections to
ideas you are learning in lessons.

Peer and self assessment
Peer assessment enables students to give each other valuable feedback so they learn from and support each other. It adds
a valuable dimension to learning: the opportunity to talk, discuss, explain and challenge each other to achieve beyond
what they can unaided.
Self assessment, promotes independent learning, helping students to take increasing responsibility for their own progress.

Peer Assessment

Self Assessment

What went well:

Even better if:

What went well:

Even better if:

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

I like this work because….
In explaining your ideas
you have developed your
skills in…
You have explained by…
You have applied your
knowledge by…
Good keywords you used
include…

•

•
•
•
•

You could have explained
... in more detail.
Check your spelling of
these words…
You could have used
these keywords…
You need to develop
your skills in…
You still need to…
You need to apply your
knowledge by…

•
•
•
•

A new thing I learnt is…
New keywords that I
learned today include…
Something I enjoyed
today was…
I have improved my skills
in..
Something I already
knew before the lesson
was…
I have applied my
knowledge by…

•

•
•
•
•

One thing I need to
improve on is…
Keywords that I need to
be able to use include…
I need to develop my
skills in…
Something I need to
revise at home is…
Spellings that I need to
learn include…
I need to apply
knowledge by…

Can I write in paragraphs?

Self Reflection

Can I use different sentence types?

I am proud of my work because...

Simple sentences: contains a subject and a verb and can
contain an object.
• I like to read.
• Tom enjoys reading at home.

•I have written clearly so that the reader can understand
my writing easily.

The TIPTOP rule

•I have checked my spelling and corrected any errors.

You move onto a new paragraph when
you change time, place, topic or person.

•I have used full sentences with a subject and a verb.

Compound sentences: joins two simple sentences using a
conjunction: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.
• Sarah likes to read in the library but Tom prefers to read at
home.

•I have used correct punctuation and grammar.
1. I always start an essay with an
introduction which addresses the
question.
2. I finish an essay with a conclusion to
summarise the main points of my
argument and to address the question
again.
3. I use connectives in each paragraph
to link my ideas and to put them in a
logical order.

Have I used the correct grammar?
I am aware that I must use language that
is appropriate to my reader.
 No slang. For example: that lesson
was bangin’.
 No informal language. For example:
I’m gonna do my homework now.

•I have paragraphed my work using TIPTOP.
•My writing is suitable for the person I am writing for.

Common Contractions
11 o’clock He’ll
Aren’t
He’s
Can’t
How’s
Couldn’t I’d
Didn’t
I’ll
Doesn’t I’m
Don’t
Isn’t
Hadn’t
It’ll
Hasn’t
It’s
Haven’t I’ve
He’d
She’d

She’ll
She’s
Shouldn’t
They’d
They’ll
They’re
Wasn’t
We’d
We’ll
We’re
Weren’t

What’s
Where’s
Who’d
Who’ll
Won’t
Wouldn’t
You’d
You’ll
You’re

Complex sentences: contains a subordinate clause and can
include: as, because, since, after, although, or when.
Because Robert felt tired, he only studied for an hour.
Although the rain had stopped, the pitch was still waterlogged.
Paul enjoys music, however, he is more proficient in art.

Connectives
Meanwhile
Nonetheless
However
Although
Moreover
But
Since
Yet
Therefore
Besides

Furthermore
Whereas
Nevertheless
Alternatively
Consequently
Firstly
Secondly
In addition
Subsequently
Finally

The Apostrophe

The Basics
 Every sentence must start with a capital letter.
 Every sentence must finish with some form of
punctuation.
 Proper nouns need capital letters. These are unique
people, places or things e.g. there are many cities so ‘city’
doesn’t take a capital letter. However there is only one
London, therefore it takes a capital letter.
 When writing titles of works such as books, films or plays:
 Capitalise the first word
 Capitalise any main/important words
 Don’t capitalise minor words such as ‘and’, ‘of’ or
‘the’ e.g. The Sound of Music, The Wizard of Oz,
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire.
 When writing speech:
 Go to a new line when a different person speaks e.g.
“Good morning,” said the Headteacher.
“It’s the afternoon!” replied the student.
 Each person’s speech is marked with speech marks e.g.
“Walk on the left,” said Mr Mathews.

Can I spell accurately?
 Sound out the word
 Think about how it looks
 Think about a similar word
 Is there a memory sentence for this word? (e.g. big
elephants cannot always use small exits)
 Look it up in a dictionary/spellchecker
 Ask a friend or teacher
 To learn it: look, cover, write, check

There are two main reasons why we use
apostrophes: for possession and to replace a
letter or letters.
Apostrophes are NEVER used for plurals.
For example:
There were many cats.
There are ten sweets.

Punctuation
Full stop

.

Comma

,

Question
mark
Exclamation
mark
Apostrophe

?

Speech
marks
Colon

“”

Semicolon

;

Dash /
hyphen

-

Brackets

( )

Ellipsis

…

!
‘

:

indicates that a sentence has
finished
indicates a slight pause in a
sentence, separates clauses in a
complex sentence and items in a list
goes at the end of a question
goes at the end of a dramatic
sentence to show surprise or shock
shows that letter(s) have been left
out or indicates possession
indicate direct speech, the exact
words spoken or being quoted
introduces a list, a statement or a
quote in a sentence
separates two sentences that are
related and of equal importance
separates extra information from
the main clause by holding words
apart
can be used like dashes, they
separate off extra information from
the main clause
to show a passage of time, to hook
the reader in and create suspense

Apostrophe for Possession
If a single thing/person owns anything, add an
apostrophe + ‘s’.
• The dog’s bone
• The boy’s homework
• Jones’ bakery
• Yesterday’s lesson
However, if it is a plural (more than one), an
apostrophe comes after the ‘s’.
• The dogs’ bones
• The boys’ homework

There / their / they’re
Take care with the use of there, their and they’re as
they sound the same but are used quite differently:
There shows position - Your seat is over there.
Their shows that ‘they’ own something - Their blazers
are navy blue.
They’re is short for they are - They’re revising every
day.

Its
Its, which shows that something owns something (our,
his etc) does not have an apostrophe: The dog ate its
bone and we ate our dinner.

Your / you’re
Take care with the use of your and you’re as they
sound the same but are used quite differently:
Your is possessive - This is your pen.
You’re is short for you are - You’re coming to my
house.

Practise / practice
Practise - the verb. I sat down to practise scales on the
piano.
Practice – the noun. Choir practice is at 4pm.

A. Keywords:

Mastery Menu
Studying Frankenstein will help
you learn to:
• Explore the context and genre
of a novel
• Analyse how pathetic fallacy
and foreshadowing are used
•

Investigate characterisation

B. Key Knowledge 1
Context: the real world situation at the time of writing/setting.
Pathetic Fallacy: matching the weather/atmosphere to the mood.
Foreshadowing: hints and clues as to what might happen.
Characterisation: the way a writer builds a character.
Forms: different types of writing such as novels, letters, diaries and
articles
Perspectives: different points of view.
Moral dilemmas: decisions between right and wrong.
Debate: a organised discussion and argument about serious issues.

C. Independent Consolidation

• Explain why blending forms
and perspectives is effective
in epistolary writing

Comparing texts similar texts from a particular genre can be an excellent way
of fine-tuning your knowledge of a particular text.

• Evaluate how moral dilemmas
are raised

1)Research and read the opening of another classic Gothic text (like Dracula
for example.
2) Compare the similarities and difference between the language used in each
t6ext.
3)Make predictions about how you think this text will develop compared to
Frankenstein

• Debate the purpose and
meaning of a classic novel
Vocabulary you will experiment
with this term include:
Universal, Signatory, Furious,
Forgotten, Clinician, Partial,
Miserably, Infectious,
Frequent, Reference, Belief,
Solemn, Impression, Crucial,
Edible, Vicious, Expectancy

Subject: English
Topic: Frankenstein
7
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
Set at the end of the 18th century, Frankenstein is told in the first
person by three different narrators: the explorer Robert Walton,
scientist Victor Frankenstein and the unnamed Monster. The book
is written in the form of letters from Walton to his sister back in
England, re-telling events told to him after rescuing Frankenstein
in the Arctic. By using the device of a letter-writing narrator, Mary
Shelley gives the book a sense of realism that helps the reader to
imagine that these fantastical events really occurred.

Set yourself a challenge:

D. Expert Modelling:
How does Shelley create sympathy for the Monster?
Most people who have not read the novel believe the Monster is evil,
committing numerous crimes against humanity. However, Shelley carefully
makes the reader aware that the Monster can in part be excused for these
crimes, and is at heart a decent, kind and good creature. Sympathy is
created through its speech, its actions, and the mistreatment it suffers. We
first see the Monster through the eyes of Robert Walton, who describes it
as being "of gigantic stature". This could arouse alarm rather than
sympathy, and this alarm is reinforced when it is described in detail in
chapter 5. Here, we find Victor call his creation a "catastrophe", "wretch"
and "miserable monster". The Monster is hideous to look at and Victor
feels he must run away to escape its clutches.

F. Key Knowledge 3
Characters
Victor Frankenstein
The Monster
Robert Walton
Elizabeth Lavenza
Justine Moritz
The De Laceys
Henry Clerval

G. Wider thinking / further reading:

A. Keywords:
Integer - A whole number.
Sequence – a list of numbers that
follow a pattern
Term to term – the rule for finding
the next number in a sequence
Position to term – the rule for finding
any number in a sequence. This is
also referred to as the nth term
Parenthesis - one of a pair of marks (
) used to enclose a group
mathematical terms to be dealt with
as a unit. In other words, brackets.
Indices - The index of a number says
how many times to use the number
in a multiplication. It is written as a
small number to the right and above
the base number. In this example:
82 = 8 × 8 = 64. The plural
of index is indices. (Other names
for index are exponent or power.)
Roots - A square root of a number is
a value that, when multiplied by
itself, gives the number. Example: 4 ×
4 = 16, so a square root of 16 is 4 also
-4 x -4 = 16 so a square root of 16 is 4. ... The symbol is √

B. Key Knowledge 1
Rounding
Rules for rounding: If the number that follows the digit that is
being rounded is five or greater, we round UP. Otherwise, the
digit that is being rounded stays the same.
Example328•045 →
300 to the nearest 100
330 to the nearest 10
328 to the nearest whole number
328•0 to 1 decimal place
328•05 to 2 decimal places

C. Independent Consolidation
What’s the same and what’s different?
300 thousandths, 30 hundredths, 3 tenths, 0.3, 2 tenths
and 10 hundredths
Always, Sometimes, Never?
All integers are either positive or negative.

Subject: Maths
Topic: Place value, Sequences
7
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
PEMA
P(Parenthesis) – any calculation that is within a bracket
and can be completed is done first
E (Exponential) – any term with an exponential is
completed second e.g indices and roots
M (Multiplication & Division) – any scalar change is
completed third
A (Addition & subtraction) – completed last and in a left
to right order

F. Key Knowledge 3

Convince me that 0.456 < 0.48
D. Expert Modelling:

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/29/place-value/

Keywords:
A. Keywords:

B.B.Key
Knowledge 1
Equipment

Dependent
Variable

The variable that you
measure in your
investigation.

Independent
Variable

The variable that you
change in your
investigation.

Control
Variable

The variables that you
keep the same to
make your
investigation valid.

Random
Errors
Systematic
Errors
Apparatus

Most scientific
equipment is
breakable you must
hold it carefully. If
something breaks your
teacher will clean it up.
We use science
diagram symbols to
help us draw out our
equipment.

Line Graph

A picture that is used
to show number data

Bar Graph

A picture used to
represent data in
groups..

Conclusion

Explains what the
practical has found
out, linking to the
results table.

Drawing
a table2
E. Key
Knowledge
The independent variable always goes in the left-hand column.
The dependent variable always goes in the right-hand column.
Each variable has an appropriate unit.

The table has
space for the
student to
take repeats
and to
calculate an
average/
mean.

C.
C. Independent
Independent Consolidation
Consolidation

Describe the difference between a boiling tube and test
Errors cause by factors tube.
Explain what equipment you would need for heating
that we cannot
water.
control.
Explain how to calculate a mean.
Errors caused by
Justify why conclusions are the most important part of a
inaccurate equipment.
practical.
Equipment that you
are using to complete
the practical

Subject:
Subject:
Science
Topic:
Topic: Becoming a scientist
Year: Year:
7

F.F.Key
Knowledge
3
Graphingline graph

D.D.Expert
ExpertModelling:
Modelling:Conclusion

A conclusion is where you explain what happened in your
experiment and why.
1) First you must state the pattern of your experiment, then
back it up with the data. 2) Then explain why you think it
happened.

Widerthinking
thinking/ /further
furtherreading:
reading:
G.G.Wider
KS2 recaphttps://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/zqkk7ty
KS3 support- https://www.bbc.co.uk/sciences

Keywords:
A. Keywords:
Precise

How close the results are
together.

Accuracy

How close a
measurement is to its
true value.

Fair test

An investigation where
only the independent
variable has been
changed.

Reliable

Carrying out repeats
experiments, of other
people can verify your
results

Valid

Results gained from a fair
test

Hazards

If something is a hazard,
it is a potential source of
danger

method

A list of instructions tell
us what to do.

Risk

What could be the impact
on you if something goes
wrong

Evaluation

A review of a practical,
that considers
improvements

B.B.Key
Knowledge 1
Equipment

Subject:
Subject:
Science
Topic:
Topic: Becoming a scientist
Year: Year:
7

Hazard symbols
are used to show
if a chemical is
dangerous.

You must always
check a chemical
for hazards so you
know how to stay
safe

Science
lab rules.
E. Key
Knowledge
2
.

C.
C. Independent
Independent Consolidation
Consolidation
Discuss the lab rules and justify which is the most
important.
What is the difference between a bar chart and line
graph.
Explain why hazards symbols are the same in every
country.
Explain why controls variables help improve the outcome
of a practical's
D.Expert
ExpertModelling:
Modelling:Evaluation
D.
When writing an evaluation consider the following
questions
1) Do you trust that the results from your experiment is
correct?
2) Did you make it fair? If so, how? If not why not?
3) Did you measure precisely?
4) Did you repeat the experiment? How does this
improve it?
5) What improvements would you make to the practical?

F.F.Key
Knowledge
3
GraphingBar charts

Widerthinking
thinking/ /further
furtherreading:
reading:
G.G.Wider
KS2 recaphttps://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/zqkk7ty
KS3 support- https://www.bbc.co.uk/sciences

A. Keywords:
Keywords:
A.
Nucleus - Controls the cell’s activities.
Contains the genetic material, DNA.
Cell Membrane - A barrier around the
cell. Controls what enters and leaves the
cell.
Cytoplasm - A jelly-like substance where
the chemical reactions in a cell take
place.
Mitochondria - Where respiration
happens.
Respiration - A chemical reaction that
produces energy.
Cell wall - Strengths the cell and provides
support.
Vacuole - Store of water in a plant cell.
Chloroplast - Where photosynthesis
happens.
Specialised cells - Cells which have
changed their structure and shape so
they are suited to carry out a specific
function (job).
Tissue - Group of cells of the same type
Organ - Group of different tissues
working together
Organ system - Organs working together
Bones - Tissue that forms hard structure
to protect organs
Cartilage - The strong tissue that covers
bones to prevent them rubbing together
Ligaments - Tissues that joins two bones
together
Tendons - A tissue that joins bones to
muscles
Respiratory system - Organs involved in
gas exchange.

B.
and Plant1 Cells
B. Animal
Key Knowledge

Animal cells contain
a nucleus, cell
membrane,
cytoplasm and many
mitochondria.
Plant cells have
three extra
components – a cell
wall, permanent
vacuole and
chloroplasts.

Subject: Science
Topic: CSI Hednesford
Year: 7

Muscles
and Movement
E. Key
Knowledge
2
All muscles work in antagonistic pairs this means
as one is pulling one the other is relaxing.

C. Independent Consolidation
Explain the differences between plant and animal cells.
Explain the importance of diffusion in organisms.
Explain the role of the skeleton and each of it’s
functions.
Explain how muscles, tendons and ligaments allow us to
move.
Explain how environmental and genetic variation gives
rise to differences within populations.

F.F. Specialised
Cells3
Key Knowledge

Sperm

D.Expert
ExpertModelling:
Modelling:
D.
A multicellular organism is made up of
several
organs systems working together to perform
all the processes needed to stay alive.
The diagram shows how cells are needed to
make tissues, tissues make organs, organs
make organ systems and finally organs
systems make organisms.
Example
Cardiac cell  Cardiac muscle Heart  Circulatory system
Human

Hair
Root Cell

Nerve
Palisade
Red blood
cell
Widerthinking
thinking/ /further
furtherreading:
reading:
G.G.Wider
https://www.bbc.com/education/guides/z9hyv
cw
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/znyycdm

A.A.Keywords:
Keywords:

B.
B. Key
Key Knowledge
Knowledge 11

Formal Elements:
Line

Shape

Form

Tone

Colour

Line is the path left by a
moving point. A line can
be horizontal, diagonal
or curved and can also
change length.
A shape is an area
enclosed by a line. It
could be just an outline
or it could be shaded in.
Form is a three
dimensional shape,
such as a cube, sphere
or cone.
This refers to the
lightness or darkness of
something. This could
be a shade or how dark
or light a colour
appears.

Red, yellow and blue
are primary colours,
which means they can’t
be made by mixing any
other colours. All other
colours can be mixed
from these three
colours.

• Keep your pencil sharp
for a nice crisp line.
• Don’t press down hard.
Keep it light until it’s
right!
• Vary the thickness of
your line to add detail
and depth to the image.

Subject: Art
Topic: Formal Elements
Year: 7

E. Key Knowledge 2
Shape

•

When drawing a
detailed image, look for
shapes you recognise
and draw these lightly
first.
Sketch out the shape of
what you are drawing
using a light sketching
line, not a continuous
line as it is difficult to
keep control.

Form

C. Independent Consolidation

•

• What rhyme helps you remember your line quality
when drawing?
• What technique could you use to make a 2D item
appear 3D?

• What formal elements can you see in the image in
section B?
D.D.Expert
ExpertModelling:
Modelling:
Shading is used in drawing for depicting levels of
darkness on paper by applying media more densely or
with a darker shade for darker areas, and less densely or
with a lighter shade for lighter areas.
.

F.F. Key
KeyKnowledge
Knowledge 33

•

When shading,
always look closely at
how the light
changes on a surface.
•
You can use a tone
bar to compare the
tones you have
drawn with the ones
on the object you are
drawing.
G. Wider thinking / further reading:
www.learn-to-draw.com/shading/02-basic-shading.shtml

Youtube – How to Shade Basic Forms

A. Keywords:

Teamwork – The combined
action of a group, especially
effective when all members
work together.
Still Image – Actors create a
frozen picture which
communicates meaning. It's
sometimes called a freeze frame
or tableau.
Vocal Projection – When actors
use their voice loudly and clearly
to ensure that the audience can
hear them.
Stimulus – A starting point; for
e.g. a photo, a poem, a song,
etc.
Facial Expression – When an
actor uses their face to convey a
characters emotions/feelings.
Body Language – How an actor
uses their physicality to show
how their character is feeling.
Gestures – An expressive
movement of the body; for e.g.
waving to say goodbye.
Role-Play – Pretending to be
another person and using your
imagination to speak, think and
even feel like that character.
Transitions – Movement from
one scene to another.

B. Key Knowledge 1
The way an actor plays a role, using his/her acting skills
to create a character in a drama, is known as
characterisation. Think about how we describe
someone. Of course everyone looks a bit different, but a
person's character can be shown in many ways, and this
is where the actor's skill comes in. You can show a
character in the way they walk and move (Body
Language), in the way they speak (Vocal Projection) and
in their reaction to events in the drama.
C. Independent Consolidation
1.
2.
3.

Research and explain how a Role on the Wall can
help to develop characterisation?
Justify your reasons as to why drama is vital within
society, given the skills you have learnt this term?
Analyse how your work on still images will allow
you to always have a technique to devise drama

D. Expert Modelling:
Think about how Johnny Depp
has created the character of Jack
Sparrow. There was a significant
amount of detail put in to
creating this character such as;
use of voice in the way he talks,
movement to create a distinctive
walk and hand gestures when
talking.

Subject: Drama
Topic: Drama @ SUA
7
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
The status of a character is important as it affects
how you will act.
Status in drama is the level in society a character
is. For instance, a king would have very high
status while a peasant would have very low
status. Status can be raised or lowered depending
on other characters.

F. Key Knowledge 3
Use the following questions as a starting point to
ask yourself when creating a character;
1. Who am I?
2. Where am I?
3. When is it?
4. Where have I just come from?
5. What do I want?
G. Wider thinking / further reading:
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2009/may/0
9/character-building-great-actor

A. Keywords:

Felt - Felt is a textile material
that is produced by matting,
condensing and pressing fibres
together. Felt can be made of
natural fibres such as wool or
animal fur, or from synthetic
fibres
Thread - tightly twisted yarn
used in commercial and home
sewing machines and for hand
sewing.
Needle - A sewing needle, used
for hand-sewing, is a long
slender tool with a pointed tip at
one end and a hole at the other.
Template - a shaped piece of
material used as a pattern for
processes such as cutting out.
The template is used to
accurately cut out material to
prevent mistakes and cost.

B. Key Knowledge 1
A product analysis is a piece of research that
allows the designer to find out the GOOD and
BAD points of a product that already exists.
This allows the designer to use the good
features in their design and develop the
weaker points to make a more desirable
product. This is done for many product but
designers need to be careful to not copy
ideas directly.
C. Independent Consolidation
• What materials do you plan to use for your product?
Why did you choose this material?
• What additional parts will you added to the final
product? Why did you add them?
• What do you think will be the most difficult during the
manufacture and why?
• What parts do you think will be the easiest during the
manufacture and why?
D. Expert Modelling:

Subject: DT Textiles
Topic: Ugly Dolls
7
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
Tacking stitch – a temporary stitch
that holds material in place ready
for a more permanent stitch.
Running stitch – a permanent stitch
that is simple to complete. It can
look effective when completed well
but isn’t very strong.
Back stitch – a continuous line
stitch that is strong and appears to
be one long line.
F. Key Knowledge 3
What makes a good design?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neat and clear drawing
Effective colour and rendering
Informative annotations
Bold outlines to make features stand out.
Originality and unique design.
Accurately fits the specification/brief

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B
eqcsr1gEHQ

A. Keywords:

B. Key Knowledge 1

Bonjour / salut!

Hello / Hi!

Comment
t’appelles-tu?

What’s your
name?

Je m’appelle…

My name is…

Au revoir / À plus

Goodbye / See
you later

Ça va?

Are you ok?

Oui, ça va (très)
bien merci

Yes I’m (very)
well thanks

Pas mal merci

Not bad thanks

Non, ça ne va
pas

No I’m not well

Ça s’écrit
comment?

How do you spell
that?

Ça s’écrit…

It’s spelt…

Quel âge as-tu?

How old are you?

J’ai onze / douze
ans

I’m 11 / 12 years
old

Subject: French
Topic: Accès Studio
7
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2

C. Independent Consolidation
1.

Comment t’appelles-tu?

2.

Ça va?

3.

Quel âge as-tu?

4.

Qu’est-ce qu’il y a dans ton sac?

un agenda

a diary / planner

un cahier

an exercise book

un crayon

a pencil

un livre

a book

un portable

a phone

un stylo

a pen

F. Key Knowledge 3

D. Expert Modelling:

Bonjour! Je m’appelle Alexandre.
Comment t’appelles-tu? Moi, j’ai onze
ans. Ça va bien aujourd’hui. Et toi? Dans
mon sac il y a une trousse, des stylos, une
règle et une gomme. Il n’y a pas de
portable. Au revoir!

une trousse

a pencil case

une règle

a ruler

un sac

a bag

une calculatrice

a calculator

une gomme

a rubber

dans mon sac il y a

in my bag there is

G. Wider thinking / further reading:

Duolingo.com

A. Keywords:

B. Key Knowledge 1 Where are we from?

Country- A nation with its own
government, occupying a particular
territory. For example England.

We can describe ourselves as being from many different
places. For example the United Kingdom, the British Isles or
Great Britain. But they do not all mean the same.

County-The division of certain
countries into different territories
(sections of land), for example
Staffordshire in England.

• The United Kingdom is made up of England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland.
• The British Isles is made up of England, Scotland, Wales,
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.
• Great Britain is made up of England, Scotland, and Wales.

Town- A built-up area with a name,
defined boundaries, and local
government, that is larger than a
village and generally smaller than a
city.

E. Key Knowledge 2

C. Independent Consolidation
1. Identify 3 characteristics that people think are typically
British.
2. Name 3 important lines of latitude or longitude.

City- A city is an area with large
numbers of people. Cities provide a
very wide range of functions
including more specialised
functions such as universities, large
hospitals and sports stadiums

3. Why is the key important on an OS map?

Human- Anything that humans
influence or make on the Earth.

variety of human and physical features. Human features are anything
that humans have influenced or built. In Cannock this includes many
different buildings and services for example Cannock town shopping
centre, and Hednesford football stadium. There are also many
different types of houses in Cannock from flats, to terraced houses,
semi-detached houses, and large detached houses in Cannock Chase.
There is also interesting physical features in Cannock. Cannock Chase
is a large woodland area that people can visit, it is home not many
animals such as deer and badgers. Hednesford Hills is also a Site of
Scientific interest due it’s large amount of plants and wildlife.

Physical- Anything that is naturally
made by the Earth.

Subject: Geography
Topic: Where in the world
7
Year:

4. Describe how you work out 4 figure grid references on an
OS map.

F. Key Knowledge 3

D. Expert Modelling: Describe the human and physical
features of a UK place. My UK place is Cannock, and it has a

G. Wider thinking / further reading:

A.
Keywords:
A. Keywords:
Chronology – in time order
Sources – a piece of evidence that
provides information about the past
Primary source – a source made at the
time
Secondary source – a source made after
the time period it is talking about
Bias – Is the source one sided?
Nature – What is the source? E.g.
picture, diary
Origin – Who made this source? When?
Purpose – Why has this source been
made?
Reliability – Can you trust the source?
Does it tell us the whole truth?
Significance – means importance.
Inference – what does the source/text
tell you?
Perspective – what a person believes.
This can differ between historians.
Loot – private property taken from an
enemy in war.
Hoard - a stock or store of money or
valued objects, typically one that is
secret or carefully guarded.
Domesday Book - a comprehensive
record of the extent, value, ownership,
and liabilities of land in England, made in
1086 by order of William I.
Aethelflaed – an Anglo-Saxon warrior
Lady who fought against the Vikings
invading her land of Mercia.
Colliery – a mine
Waste – land that has been destroyed or
poisoned so that no crops can grow on it

B. Key Knowledge 1 – Aethelflaed
Daughter of King Alfred the Great, Aethelflaed is a key figure in
the history and making of England. She ruled Mercia with her
husband Aethelred (also known as Ethelred) and together they
led the battle to defend the ancient kingdom against Viking
invaders. Æthelflæd really came into her own following her
husband’s death in 911. For a brief moment, she had authority
not just over her own territory in Mercia, but over the Welsh,
the Scandinavian East Midlands and possibly part of
Northumbria, making her perhaps one of the three most
important rulers in mainland Britain.

C. Independent Consolidation
What is local history?
Why should we study local history?
What are of local history is the most fascinating to you?

Subject: History
Topic: Local History
Year: 7

E. Key Knowledge 2 - NACHOS
In history we use the acronym NACHOS when
analysing sources.
Nature – what is it?
Author – who and when was it said?
Content – three things it tells us.
Happening – what is the context? What was
going on at the time to influence
it?
Omitted – what is missing?
Special reason – has it been made with a specific
purpose?
Key Knowledge
Knowledge 33– Domesday Book
F.F.Key

Why should we study history?
D.
D.Expert
ExpertModelling:
Modelling:
How to draw a timeline

After the Norman invasion and conquest of England in
1066, the Domesday Book was commissioned in
December 1085 by order of William The Conqueror.
William needed to raise taxes to pay for his army and
needed to assess the wealth and assets of his subjects
throughout the land. It acquired the name ‘Domesday
Book’ because of the huge amount of information that
was contained in it. This led the book to be compared
to the Last Judgement, or ‘Doomsday’, as described in
the Bible.

G.
G. Wider
Wider thinking
thinking // further
further reading:
reading:
https://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/custom/WW1/warcamps.html

A. Keywords:

B. Key Knowledge 1

Melody

The main tune.

Bass notes

Individual notes
played on the lower
side of the keyboard
with your left hand.

Chord

Accompanim
ent

Harmony

Practice

A chord is 3 notes
played at once. Play
a note, miss a note,
play a note, miss a
note, play a note.
E.g. C E G
Something that goes
with the main
melody. E.g. bass
notes and chords
When different
chords are played
together in a
sequence
To focus on a
particular part of
your music. To work
on it over and over
until you are playing
the right notes at the
right time.

Further Challenge: Please define
Pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo,
timbre, texture, structure.

The first electric keyboard was invented by Elisha Gray in 1876
called the Musical Telegraph. The electronic keyboard has
black and white keys that can make electronic and other
sounds.
Its closest relative is a piano. A piano is part of the string family
as encased inside are many stings which are then hit by tiny
hammers to create different pitched sounds.
A keyboard is more versatile as you can change it timbre,
backing beat and accompaniment style.

C. Independent Consolidation
Q) What are the ways in which you can maintain good
hand shapes and body posture throughout your
piano/keyboard performance?
Q) Why is ‘Five-Finger’ Technique highly important in
piano/keyboard playing?

Subject: Music
Topic: Introduction to Music
7
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
Where is C on a keyboard?
C is to the left of the two black keys.
C is to the left of the two black keys.
Some people drink coffee
Some people drink tea
Other people like their toast with a
little piece of cheese
C is to the left of the two black keys.
F. Key Knowledge 3

Q) How are you going to achieve good coordination skill
in your ‘both hand’ performance on piano/keyboard?
D. Expert Modelling:

Hand positioning is very
important when playing the
keyboard. If your hand
positioning is not correct the
fluency of the piece could be
interrupted as you are
stretching for the right notes.
G. Wider thinking / further reading:
BBC KS3 Bitesize – Music
BBC Ten Pieces

A. Keywords:

Year 7 learners through Autumn A
will work on developing their Hand
Skills from KS2 and will aim to
demonstrate some advanced skills
and techniques for most activities
when in practice and attempt them
in competitive situations.
So what are Hand Skills are here
you ask… Hands skills are skills we
practice and improve over a period
of time, like Shooting, Passing,
Receiving and Movement. At SUA
we split Hand skills into Physical
and Technical sectors.
PHYSICAL – Relating to your body
instead of the mind, how much
effort you put in to each lesson no
matter your ability… always giving
100% and having the correct
attitude to learn will further
develop your technical skills in
physical education.
TECHNICAL - The collective term
for various sets of general physical
exercises and skills used in a
competitive situation to help your
team get the best result possible.

B. Key Knowledge 1
Learners will always aim to demonstrate, with
consistent accuracy and success, skills and techniques
across a variety of sports in competitive activities.
Learners will also apply complex ideas and tactics to
activities and games.
To enhance your learning and development within
Hands skills lessons there will be plenary's at the end of
each lesson to Reflect on your performance in assessed
competitive games.
C. Independent Consolidation
What 3 teaching points can you remember when you are
dribbling in football and basketball.
Name 3 rules that take place in a game of Netball,
Basketball and Football.
Why is it Important to focus on Head (Thinking), Heart
(Body/Fitness) and Hands (Physical/ Doing) topics
throughout Physical Education?
What level do you believe you are in PE and Explain why?
Provide Examples.
D. Expert Modelling:

Subject: PE
Topic: Hands Skills
7
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
Students in Year 7 at SUA will be able to apply a
range of advanced skills into both isolated and
progressive drills. Enhancing learners techniques
is maintained throughout many activities when
faced with more advanced competitive situations.
Hand skills are taught to be applied with fluency,
control and confidence, demonstrating good
technique and application throughout each sport
and activity.
F. Key Knowledge 3
PE @SUA Assessment task:
You will take part in a competitive game situation
after you have been taught a range of advanced
skills.
As part of this you will need to demonstrate a
range of the following skills: Throwing, catching,
dribbling, passing, receiving, shooting, rebounds,
intercepting, dodge, marking, footwork.
G. Wider thinking / further reading:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zxf3cdm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zdhs34j

A.
Keywords:
A. Keywords:
Vestments – these robes worn by priests.
Different colours are worn at different
times of the year and for different
services.
Clerical Collar - It is a sign or mark of a
person’s holy calling. Usually worn by a
priest or vicar in church around their neck.
Crucifix - a cross holding the body of
Jesus. Many Christians also wear them on
a chain as a reminder of the death of
Jesus.
Bhikkhu - an ordained male monastic in
Buddhism.
Burqa - this is an outer garment worn by
women in some Islamic traditions to cover
themselves in public.
Taliyah - this is a short, rounded skullcap
usually worn by Muslim men.
Hijab - this is a veil traditionally worn by
Muslim women in the presence of adult
males outside of their immediate family,
which usually covers the head and chest.
Tallit - a specially made prayer shawl,
used by Jews when they pray. It contains
613 strands, which represent the laws in
the Torah.
Teffillin - These are small leather boxes
which contain the Shema prayer (this is an
important prayer that Jewish people
should try to say every day). Jews attach
it to their head and their arms as a sign of
their devotion.
Kippah - This is worn by many Jews and is
sometimes called the yarmulka. This is a
cap that is worn over the head. The
kippah is worn as a sign of humility to God

B.Key
KeyKnowledge
Knowledge
B.
1: 1Religious Symbols
A religious believer may choose to wear a religious symbol to
demonstrate their faith. For example, a Christian may decide to
wear a cross around their neck to demonstrate their belief in
Christ, and a Sikh my decide to carry the symbol of a knife as part
of the 5 Ks. This is to demonstrate that they will protect those
weaker than themselves. Many people express their faith through
the way they dress. For example a Muslim woman may choose to
wear a religious headdress (there are a variety of different types of
these) to demonstrate modesty and faith. Muslim men may also
choose to dress modestly as a sign of respect.

Subject: RE
Topic: Who am I?
Year: 7

E.
E. Key
KeyKnowledge
Knowledge2 –2 5 Ks

C. Independent
IndependentConsolidation
Consolidation

Why do some religions just to show their religious
identity?
Why do some religions chose not to openly show their
religious identity?
F.F. Key
Key Knowledge
Knowledge 33– Beliefs and actions
Why is a religious identity important?
D.
D.Expert
ExpertModelling:
Modelling:
“ Some religious clothing is more symbolic than others”.
Evaluate.
P Some people would disagree with this statement as some
religions have stronger rules over religious dress than others.
E For example Christians do not have any specific rules over
clothing although some Christians chose to wear some items of
their choice, where-as religions such as Islam have specific items
that many devote Muslim women will wear e.g. a Burqa. The
Burqa is a symbol of respect and dignity for a persons own body.
E Therefore Muslims would agree with the statement.

A person’s beliefs may not always be visible. They can be
very personal to them but can still make up a significant
part of their identity. For example, this may be their
belief and relationship with God – this would be personal
to them.
A person’s actions may also reflect a person’s religious
beliefs. For example, a Buddhist would believe that life
was special and sacred. This may cause them to choose
not to eat meat or to treat animals kindly.

G. Wider
Wider thinking
reading:
G.
thinking/ /further
further
reading:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/dram
a_wjec/galleries/costumes16.shtml
https://www.bbc.com/education/clips/z82yg82

A. Keywords:

B. Key Knowledge 1

¡Hola!

Hello!

¿Qué tal?

How are you?

Bien, gracias

Good, thanks

Subject: Spanish
Topic: Introductions
7
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2

Fenomenal

Great

Regular

Ok

Fatal

Awful

1. ¿Cómo te llamas?

¿Cómo te
llamas?

What are you
called?

2. ¿Dónde vives?

Me llamo…

I’m called…

3. ¿Qué tal?

¿Dónde vives?

Where do you
live?

4. ¿Qué tipo de persona eres?

Vivo en

I live in

¡Hasta luego!

See you later!

¡Adiós!

Bye!

C. Independent Consolidation

divertido

amusing

estupendo

brilliant

fenomenal

fantastic

generoso

generous

genial

great

guay

cool

listo

clever

F. Key Knowledge 3

D. Expert Modelling:
¡Hola!
Me llamo Ana. ¿Qué tal?
Vivo en Hednesford.
Soy divertida, generosa y también seria.

serio

serious

simpático

nice, kind

tímido

shy

tonto

silly

tranquilo

quiet, calm

soy

I am

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
¡Hasta luego!

Duolingo.com

